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Abstract
Consumption of sport events has raised the specialists’ interest since it has become a global phenomenon, accessible to a large mass of consumers. At the same time, this consumption generates implications from an economic, social, and cultural point of view, in the countries/locations where various sport events have been organized, through the development of cultural and sport tourism. Sport event consumption belongs to the category of consumption acts that presume total implication apart from individuals and accordingly, their emotional involvement. This involvement is correlated on the one hand with the typology and the nature of needs and consumption motives underlying this consumption, and on the other hand with the more and more intensive promotion of these events and the easier participation access of consumers. Consumer involvement is a multidimensional construct, so the idea of an “involvement profile” is more appropriate to describe how the consumer relates to such products or services. The purpose of our paper is to clarify whether involvement within consumption for sport events customers is determining a specific behavior for the hedonic type of consumption also related to other categories of products or services. The consumption of sport events represents mainly a hedonic type of consumption correlated with a high level of emotional involvement during the consumption process, an involvement developed against the backdrop of the special role, and specific meaning that sport events can have at the level of individuals’ perception.
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1. Introduction
In the context of the increasing popularity of sports events that involve numerous participants, their economic impact has become an interesting topic for researchers in a multitude of scientific domains, among which we can mention psychology, marketing, urban planning, etc. The consumption of sporting events involves the existence of a background suitable for an intense experience. The effort to appraise the experiences lived by events consumers has led to an attempt to measure the level and intensity of their emotional involvement (Geus et al., 2016; Zatori et al., 2018). Recent research highlights that there is a direct link between emotional responses and behavioral intentions of customers (Prayag et al., 2017). Knowing how consumers are developing their emotions and involvement could help to predict the behavior in terms of intentions and preferences. In terms of hedonic type consumption, the self-actualized emotional state has tremendous importance regarding consumption decisions (Albrecht et al., 2016; Huber et al., 2018). In this context, advanced data analysis techniques may be used on big data sets related to sports events consumption. Still, there is no clear opinion regarding the possibility that due to the strong emotional involvement during sport event manifestation, consumers may show a hedonic type consumption also oriented towards different goods like products related to the event itself (t-shirts, mugs, badges, etc.) or other products or services related to the location of the event (city, region, etc.).

Our endeavor is meant as a contribution to the academic discussion regarding the relationship between the involvement of sports events consumers and their purchase decisions to clarify whether their involvement in sport events is determining a hedonic type of consumption behavior. We consider that sport events consumers are achieving a particular state of mind during the events consumption, in which hedonic motives are preeminent and the consumption behavior presumes buying decisional processes related to various products and services complementary or not to the event itself. Our paper aims to reveal the importance of hedonic consumption in the
context of sport events, with a focus on buying behavior towards other products and services apart from events. We believe that the mood gained during sports events predisposes participants to hedonic buying and consumption behavior, with important implications from the perspective of the development of sport and cultural tourism, the economic growth of the areas targeted and the adaptation of the local supply of products and services to the needs expressed by consumers.

2. Motivation for Sport Event Attendance

The psychological state, specific to consumer involvement is built on the broader framework based on consumer motivation. Motivation along with other psychological constructs is used as antecedents for involvement, motivation being one of the most important ones (Morris et al., 2018).

From the perspective of sports consumer behavior, the socio-psychological dimension of the motivation comprises two major perspectives: a certain persistent behavior that implies choices and the effect of these active, conscious choices in the form of an output variable as a factor that manifests itself at the individual level, leading to a series of acts in the form of events that crystallize as a behavior. Different individuals have various motivational characteristics that differ on criterion measures of concern regarding interest, attitudes, behavior, etc. A pretty large number of theories have been proposed to explain how sport events consumers are developing behavior. Still, empirical evidence is rather undeveloped. The main analyzed areas refer to individual motives and identification.

Among factors that have been pointed out, we may consider consumption satisfaction, involvement, commitment, marketing strategy, entertainment, support for players’ league, quality of play, players themselves, players serving as models, entertainment value associated with games, beneficial environment, traditional style of play (Kirkup & Sutherland, 2017).

Traditionally, the consumption motives of sport events spectators are based on hedonic principles, but several new factors have also been discovered that are dependent on a utilitarian perspective—like providing positive models for youth and promoting equal rights in sports. The effort made to have a better understanding of sports events consumption has implied the development of a model of analysis called: The Sport Interest Inventory—SII. The model works with 30 items assessing 10 motives regarding spectators’ attendance to sport events: drama, vicarious achievement (seen as the need of a person to have a social prestige position, higher self-esteem and a sense of empowerment through affiliation with a sport team), aesthetics, the interest shown in connection with the team, certain individual players, the game itself, the manifestation of national pride feeling, excitement, perceived social opportunities, and in some cases, even support for women opportunities (Ga-Bin & Hyung, 2018; Funk et al., 2002). Later were added into the model: the model image of certain players, the perceived degree of higher bonding with other family members, the beneficial environment of the games, entertainment value.

3. Customers Involvement Dimensions

When it comes to analyzing the complexity of the term involvement, it becomes obvious that it cannot be similar to a single dimension, even if it is about the “perceived importance” concept. Involvement is a concept that has many facets, necessary to overcome the different angles of approach specific to each individual (Laurent & Kapferer, 1985). Many other scholars (Chang & Gibson, 2015; Dwivedi, 2015; Kim et al., 2015; Seabra et al., 2016; Pansari & Kumar, 2017) substantiates the complexity of customers’ involvement concept and its multidimensional nature. There is a need to take into consideration multiple indicators to satisfactorily analyze or even predict customers’ involvement. From this perspective, the need to build a “profile of involvement” has naturally developed when analyzing the nature of the relationship that consumers have with the products/services consumed. Historically, the involvement concept was introduced by Sherif and Hoveland more than half a century ago. More researches were later developed during the 1980s to better explain purchase behavior related to consumer goods (Hong, 2015; Nyadzayo & Khajehzadeh, 2016; Laud & Karpen, 2017). From a psychological point of view, the involvement is associated with a motivational state which involves the explicit manifestation of interest, or attraction towards a product/service, activity, or object (Nisar et al., 2018). Subsequent studies have confirmed the approach of involvement from the perspective of the state of motivation that manifests in the conditions of the existence of a stimulus or situations that coagulate both the perception and the interest of individuals (Brown et al., 2016; Inoue et al., 2017; Kirkup & Sutherland, 2017).

In the recreational environment that is much closer to the sport events situation, it has been concluded that three factors are significant: attraction, self-expression, and centrality (Tachis & Tzetzis, 2015; Funk et al., 2016). The current view in scientific literature implies that attraction is a combination of two dimensions that have been previously analyzed separately: the degree of importance given by the consumer to the involvement in a certain
activity (service) or to a certain product and the hedonic value or pleasure that can be attached to them. Self-expression is considered to be a message that can be communicated to consumers at a specific moment, and this information is directly related to the action/service or product under consideration (e.g., identified as a sports team fan) (Rocha & Gratao, 2018). The centrality will take into account the dimension that expresses the degree of congruence between the individual’s scale of values and the role played by a certain activity in his life, an identifiable role especially from a social perspective, based on the construction and development of relationships with acquaintances, friends or family (such as the opportunity to socialize at a game). People’s behavior is affected by the fluctuations that may manifest over time regarding the evolution of their involvement profile (Chung et al., 2018). The consumption of sports events or the time when these services are consumed implies the manifestation of a variety of stimuli or situations that are a direct consequence of the different attributes that characterize the events in question, and which lead to changes in the situational involvement (Cheng et al., 2015).

The antecedents of involvement can be grouped into two broad categories: specific characteristics of individuals and social factors determined by the specific contexts in which they were involved (Hodges et al., 2016). Individual characteristics can refer to attitudes, values, motivations, needs, preferences, or different forms of consumer experiences. The second category, about specific social factors in a given situation, may include outcome rewards, the embodiment of social or cultural norms, pressures from interpersonal relationships, and various expected social benefits (Gârdan & Gârdan, 2015).

In the opinion of the specialists, from the theoretic point of view, the involvement is associated with a variable differentiated at an individual level, a variable of causal and motivational nature. The consequences of the involvement at the level of purchasing behavior and the communication one, are taken into account the appearance and manifestation of differences over the stages of the purchasing decision process or in people’s processing of communications (Singh et al., 2017; Teng & Lu, 2016; Alonso-Dos-Santos et al., 2016; Zucco et al., 2015).

From the perspective of the relationship between products or services and consumer occasions, two forms of involvement have been considered in the scientific literature: enduring involvement and situational involvement (Chun & Lee, 2016; Ko et al., 2017; Zatori et al., 2018). The situational involvement stands for a certain buying occasion or a choice made by the consumer, being more powerful when the consumer is perceiving risk in a specific situation, while the other pertains to an entire class of products having a permanent character (Whang et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2018). This particularity stems from the fact that the enduring involvement is manifested in the conditions in which the products or services in question are in full agreement, representative, for the ego, personality, and fundamental values of a person (Forgas-Coll et al., 2017; Sato et al., 2018).

Another differentiation can be made from the perspective of the degree of emotion manifestation. This is why we talk about emotional involvement and rational involvement. In case of rational involvement, the consumer is worried about the cost-benefit ratio optimization so the pleasure is not present, the individual does not show any emotion or interest in a particular product category (Mutz & Gerke, 2018). In case that the consumer has a degree of emotion associated with the involvement, the term “ego involvement” is used to highlight the personal nature of involvement (Park et al., 2015).

For the involvement to be manifested, it is necessary to first emphasize a series of antecedents that can refer to elements such as the connection between the status of a person and the symbolism attached to a product, the personal meaning attached to this product, its importance from the perspective of motivation consumption, the public position displayed by consumers, the strong influence exerted by a certain social situation in which the person can be found (Fenton et al., 2016; Walther et al., 2018).

Usually, a high degree of involvement (at least of a rational type) is associated with durable goods, because their purchase is accompanied by the risk that in the case of a mistake made by the consumer, he will be forced to keep a product that he considers inappropriate (Jun & Park, 2016). Some of these goods can be also considered the object of an ego-involving type of involvement because they have a high degree of symbolic meaning (Shank & Lulham, 2017). Also, a high degree of involvement of an emotional type can be associated with services in general as it is obvious that in case of services’ consumption, we talk about a co-creation process, therefore the consumer is taking part to the process of production/delivery of the service and tend to appreciate the quality of the service from the point of view of human interaction.

Thus, it is important to know the involvement source, level, and development mechanism. Laurent and Kapferer stated that involvement can have 5 facets or antecedents: product perceived importance, product purchase
perceived risk (the importance given to the choice of an inadequate product), the symbolic value of the product and hedonic value of the product (ability to provide pleasure/affect) (Harrigan et al., 2018).

When considering the interests of consumers towards certain products or services other variables can be taken into account and considered relevant: the degree of extension usually associated with the information seeking and choice process. Other studies suggest other relevant variables: consumption alternatives, perceived differences, and price. The perceived difference can stimulate on a large scale the choice and search behavior (Rajala et al., 2015). When the level of price is high, consumers spend more time searching for information and choosing (Jun & Park, 2016; Raposo et al., 2018).

4. Propensity Over Hedonic Consumption During Sport Events Attendance

In the case of consumers that are searching for different ways to reduce risks associated with purchasing goods or services, the utilitarian consumption represents a relevant attitude that is dealing with experiences that can be measured and have an important tangible dimension (Gerhard et al., 2017).

More than a century ago, Veblen has coined the conspicuous consumption concept (Huang & Wang, 2018), but it was not until the 1980s that the emotional characteristics behind consumption were explored (Zheng et al., 2018). The hedonic purchase type implies a specific consumer’s perception considering the object of purchase being a subjective symbol, strongly correlated with the desire felt by the individual and associated with an easy task to perform (Shank & Lulham, 2017; Epuran et al., 2015; Vegheș, 2018). The hedonic type consumption is influenced by the perception of the intrinsic value of the purchasing object completed by the direct influence of subjective factors. These influences will also take into account the sensibilities of each individual. There is plenty of proof within scientific literature that the two different types of consumption—utilitarian and hedonic can merge within a single buying experience and do not exclude each other (Marriott et al., 2017; Hossain, 2018).

In the majority of cases, the main consumption reason is a utilitarian one, being possible that other hedonic type motives evolve within the consumer decisional process. Services that are primarily consumed for a hedonic type motivation sustain the development of a behavior constructed around the idea of “affective gratification”. Thus, the consumption experience regarding these services is not reduced only to a utilitarian aspect, but has a very well highlighted experiential approach (Koenig-Lewis et al., 2018).

For non-traditional consumers, in the case of most service providers, the servicescape can deliver customer delight. That is related to the process of service quality assessment by the consumer that is merely influenced by the contact employee’s interaction (functional quality), the expected result of the service encounter (technical quality) and the physical evidence involved in providing the service (Medler-Liraz, 2016; Matute et al., 2018).

In the case of sport events’ consumers, the servicescape is a key factor for the development of consumption return. The venue of the sporting event represents a primary variable that can be used to build a higher level of customer service perceptions. The servicescape affects indirectly the re-purchase intention, loyalty, facility image, and word of mouth (Kumar et al., 2017; Hwang & Lee, 2018). A series of recent studies applied to sports venues have examined how stadium-quality affects the perceptions of servicescape and re-patronage intentions of sports event consumers. Results show that the perceived stadium-quality has a positive role to stimulate arousal and indirectly linked to re-patronage intentions (Ioannou & Bakirtzoglou, 2016).

Moreover, recent research supports evidence about the fact that is a direct link between sport-scape quality perception and pleasure. Events consumers are supposed to be more influenced by the quality of the facility, their perceptions about it, determining the level of satisfaction related to the quality of the services, and the emotional involvement (Tavares et al., 2018).

Regarding the influence of affect on decision-making, two main theoretical points can be considered: affect evaluation and affect regulation. In light of our paper’s main objective, we consider that the mechanism of hedonic consumption induced by the sport events attendance can be explained also with the help of these considerations. Thereby, affect regulation suggests that consumers may use their mood state as information when they evaluate a product while affect regulation implies that emotions generated by a certain product consumption help consumers to modulate or regulate their mood state (López & De Maya, 2012). So a double effect can be individualized when an individual is exposed to a hedonic type of a product or service: the positive mood that the person already has can be transferred to the evaluation of the product and the ones that already have a bad mood can see the hedonic product as an opportunity to modify and elevate their mood state.

So, if we interpret these mechanisms for the situation of sport events consumption means that if following the participation in the sporting event, the mood is positive, there is the possibility that people tend to consume products that maintain their mood or evaluate different products positively. So, it is clear that products of
symbolic value in connection with the sporting event concerned will generate hedonic consumption. Similarly, if
the outcome of the sporting event produces or contributes to a negative mood, according to the same theories, the
consumers in question will tend to develop the same type of consumption that favors the enjoyment and change
of the negative state of mind. However, there is a need for caution as to the frequency and intensity with which
consumers would adopt hedonic consumption in the context of a negative mood. According to some specialists,
there is a tendency that consumers with a negative mood will try to improve their mood but only by engaging in
activities that are feasible from this point of view (Tice et al., 2001).

We can assume the situation in which a hypothetical consumer will attend an important sport event. If this person
feels already ego involved with a certain product or service, it may be possible that this ego involvement is due
to the importance that is given by him to the product or service, the meaning and the importance are given by the
pleasure derived from their consumption (in this case we talk about a hedonic value attached) or because that
person thinks that the product or service in question says something about him (the symbolic value attached). In
this scenario, we can think for example to a sport event-related T-shirt that for sure will have the symbolic value
for him and to a restaurant service that will have a hedonic value attached. Because of the ego involvement with
the products or services considered, the consumer will care more about his choice of t-shirts or restaurants than
other consumers that do not think the products or services considered are important. His intrinsic involvement
transforms itself into a concern about purchase and selection, meaning purchase involvement. Thus, we can
consider that the special situation in which the consumer is involved (the sport event attendance) can lead to a
greater extent of purchase involvement for products or services that have already attached an ego involvement
of the individual. If the hedonic value attached to the product or service is already present we can talk about a
hedonic type consumption and purchase behavior (Tomasetti & Ruiz 2009).

Other recent studies highlight a visible connection between the events’ environment and affect. A particular
atmosphere around an event has more value for consumers if we can talk about an emotional burden associated
with it (Pawlowski et al., 2018). Among the factors that can influence the customer experience, we can find a lot
of uncontrollable and controllable factors alike. Such examples can be the weather and the team’s performance
for the unexpected elements and waiting time in the account of controllable service variables. A full body of
research sustains the idea that perception about waiting time is for sure an antecedent for the perception about
the service quality as delays are impacting on service perception (Keshavarz & Jamshidi, 2018; Chien & Lin,
2015). Certainly, waiting for time assessments made by the sport event consumer is augmented by his emotional
pressure associated with the hedonic consumption of the game.

In the light of sport events consumption, another factor that is influencing behavior is the “enduring
involvement”. As we stated earlier, enduring involvement is based on experience, stored in the long-term
memory, and stimulated by the degree in which the consumer is ready to give enough meaning to a certain
purchase (Sato et al., 2016; Carlson et al., 2015)

If we talk about a high degree of previous involvement for the consumer it is possible to be linked with the
self-image and other personal values. In the case of sport events, the core customer base is made of the persons
that see and declare themselves as being highly involved in the event—pretty much similar to a certain
super-fans or fans for life. The super-fans are building the foundation for season ticket holders and fan clubs.
Being caught in the stream of positive emotions elicited by the event encounter, the super-fans will be also more
excited about the servicescape (Mutz & Gerke, 2018).

These emotions are amplified in the case of fans as they are identifying themselves more easily with the team. If
we talk about sports team fan identification it can be considered that personal commitment, the perceived
connectedness and emotional involvement which a consumer may have with the team, are in such a way that the
team’s failings and achievements are experienced as one’s own (Agha & Tyler, 2017; Doyle et al., 2017). In the
context of out-of-home media reception, consuming a sporting event can contribute to the intensification of
emotional aspects of entertainment and the escape from daily life routine. Feelings toward companionship, group
affiliation are also amplified, individual identification with the event and membership with the group were
intensified through sensory stimulation and emotional activation (Cummins & Berke, 2017). Thus, the constructs
of entertainment and community prestige have positive effects on customers’ behavioral intentions making
possible an attitude that favors the hedonic consumption of products even after the sporting event. Consumption
of sport event media contributes directly to the positive state of mind of consumers, thereby fulfilling the
hedonic, eudemonic, and social needs. During this type of event consumption, hedonic, eudemonic, and social
values are experienced by consumers taking account of the intensity of the team-spectator relationship and media
consumption setting (Kim et al., 2017; Rego-Fagerlande, 2018).
5. Method

The method of research used is an adaptation of the meta-synthesis regarding literature in the field. The meta-synthesis is a more hermeneutic approach that has the goal to understand and explain phenomena (Walsh & Downe, 2005). Meta-synthesis is also a distinct endeavor compared with the systematic review. The latter is comparing quantitative research and may include statistical analysis of the pooled results from the sources analyzed.

To develop the meta-synthesis, we took into consideration the analysis of the Web of Science database indexed articles. When selecting these articles, the actual insights/results of the research conducted and the relevance of the required variables were considered. In this context, the final number of analyzed articles that can be found within the meta-synthesis framework and the corresponding table is of 45 Web of Science database indexed articles.

The results are suggesting the existence of a causal type relationship between considered variables within the meta-synthesis: motivation for sport events attendance, customer involvement in sport events consumption, propensity over hedonic consumption during, and post sport events attendance. The latter can be analyzed in terms of the differentiation between the hedonic type consumption of the sporting event itself and post-event hedonic type consumption behavior towards other products and services.

The motivation for sport events attendance directly influences customer involvement in sport events consumption, as motivation is one of the preeminent antecedents for involvement. Also, motivation for sport events is relying in general on hedonic type motives that can lead to sport events hedonic type consumption.

Customer involvement in sport events consumption will directly influence propensity over hedonic consumption during and post sport events attendance. This type of hedonic consumption comprises at the same time the hedonic consumption of the event itself and post-event hedonic type consumption behavior towards other products and services.

The variables proposed in the meta-synthesis framework are explained along with relationships where it was the case, within the table below.
### Table 1. Main elements of revised articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main variable approach</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Explanations</th>
<th>Representative studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motivation for sport event attendance</td>
<td>Motivation – involvement</td>
<td>Motivation is considered the most important psychological antecedents for customer involvement. Individual motives and identification are at the core of socio-psychological dimension of the motivation: consumption satisfaction, involvement, commitment, marketing strategy, entertainment, support for players’ league, quality of play, players themselves, players serving as models, entertainment value associated with games, beneficial environment, traditional style of play. Besides hedonic type consumption motives, the Sport Interest Inventory model is assessing the motives regarding spectator’s attendance to a sporting event: drama, vicarious achievement, aesthetics, the interest in connection with the team, certain individual players, the game itself, a manifestation of national pride feeling, excitement, perceived social opportunities.</td>
<td>Morris et al., (2018); Kirkup &amp; Sutherland, (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer involvement</td>
<td>Motivation – involvement</td>
<td>Motivation based on both the perception and interest of individuals.</td>
<td>Brown et al., (2016); Inoue et al., (2017); Kirkup &amp; Sutherland, (2017); Ga-Bin &amp; Hyung, (2018); Funk et al., (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer involvement</td>
<td>Multiple facets concept that can overcome different angles of approach specific to each individual. Involvement has a multidimensional nature.</td>
<td>Laurent &amp; Kapferer, (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involvement – motivational state</td>
<td>Association with motivational state of interest or attraction toward a product/service, activity. Attraction, centrality, and self-expression are essential in the recreational environment. Situational involvement can change because of the different attributes of the events. The relationship between products or services and the consumption occasion determine the situational involvement and enduring involvement. Situational involvement is highlighted when the perceived risk for a certain consumption situation is higher.</td>
<td>Nisar et al., (2018); Tachis &amp; Tzetzis, (2015); Funk et al., (2016); Cheng et al., (2015); Chun &amp; Lee, (2016); Ko et al., (2017); Zatori et al., (2018); Whang et al., (2016); Cheng et al., (2016); Pan et al., (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enduring involvement – the propensity for hedonic type consumption</td>
<td>Enduring involvement is related to products or services representative for the main values, ego, and personality of people. Rational and emotional involvement is highlighted, the personal nature of ego-involvement (emotional one) is preeminent.</td>
<td>Forgas-Coll et al., (2017); Sato et al., (2018); Park et al., (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involvement – hedonic type consumption</td>
<td>The main antecedents to involvement are highlighted: product perceived importance, product purchase perceived risk (the importance given to the choice of an inadequate product), the symbolic value of the product, and the hedonic value of the product (ability to provide pleasure/affect). Enduring event involvement has an important relative effect on future intentions towards the event.</td>
<td>Harrigan et al., (2018); Carlson et al., (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enduring involvement – hedonic consumption motives</td>
<td>Enduring involvement emphasizes past experience, gives meaning to a certain consumption occasion, highlight the hedonic motives.</td>
<td>Sato et al., (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involvement – behavioral loyalty</td>
<td>Involvement can have an effect mediated by psychological commitment and resistance to change for behavioral loyalty in a professional sports context.</td>
<td>Bee &amp; Havitz, (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enduring involvement has an important role as an independent variable that can influence perceptions over servicescape into the context of hedonic services - sports activities.</td>
<td>Hightower et al., (2002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport event involvement fully mediates between travel motives and event loyalty.</td>
<td>Wong &amp; Tang, (2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan attraction and involvement influence behavioral loyalty for the event mediated by psychological commitment and resistance to change.</td>
<td>Bee &amp; Havitz, (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The majority of services are related to affective gratification, thus a hedonic type of motivation.</td>
<td>Koenig-Lewis et al., (2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyal sport consumers perceive a high degree of positive emotions towards the sporting event and the servicescape altogether.</td>
<td>Mutz &amp; Gerke (2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic experiences (sense of entertainment and drama) are a part of the core product of sport events services and influence overall game satisfaction.</td>
<td>Yoshida &amp; James, (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic factors are an important outcome of sport events consumption.</td>
<td>Doyle et al., (2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The individual hedonic state is an important determinant of sport consumer behavior.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic consumption increases the influence of group norms on consumer loyalty.</td>
<td>Lee et al., (2009)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The value attached to sport events is derived from hedonic components like atmosphere, fun, and entertainment.</td>
<td>Horbel et al., (2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic outcomes of sport event consumption are influencing perceptions regarding consumers' quality of life.</td>
<td>Theodorakis et al., (2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic consumption as spectatorship is related to fantasy and emotive aspects of the consumption experience.</td>
<td>Ko et al., (2017)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a recreational motivation setting (characteristic for sport post-event mood) consumers adopt a hedonic attitude and focus seeking entertainment.</td>
<td>Vieira et al., (2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritual fan behavior during sport events positively influences post-event merchandize expenditure.</td>
<td>McDonald &amp; Karg, (2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorable perceptions upon other consumers within the sporting event develop hedonic outcomes.</td>
<td>Uhrich &amp; Benkenstein, (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event-scape has a positive influence on satisfaction mediated by hedonic type emotions – pleasure.</td>
<td>Carneiro et al., (2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need fulfillment has a positive effect on short term wellbeing after sport event consumption.</td>
<td>Kim &amp; James, (2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic and utilitarian attitudes are used for sport event evaluation decisions.</td>
<td>Yazci et al., (2017)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Discussion

Our findings bring a fresh new insight regarding consumer emotional involvement particularly analyzed within the sport events field, suggesting that there is a direct link between consumption behavior, intentions, attitude, and involvement. The main gaps and problems identified by the earlier analysis cover issues related to emotional involvement in consumption, motivations related to sport events consumption, and propensity over hedonic consumption during sport events attendance. The topics summarized in the previous sections of this article indicate that an individual involved in sport experience as a spectator or a participant is experiencing strong emotional states like suspense, arousal, or excitement as a defining characteristic of it (Lee et al., 2018). Therefore, it becomes obvious that emotion has the role of a strong affective reaction usually associated with sport events consumption. There are different affective outcomes of the direct viewing of sports, amongst them self-esteem, good mood, and physiological arousal being recorded (Kwak et al., 2011). So it can be suggested that emotions seen as interpersonal factors represent a real trigger for motivating people in the direction of identifying a closer relationship with the source of their consumption behavior. Therefore, emotions are stimulating approach/avoidance tendencies within the consumption behavior, sports team-related products being often purchased for their symbolic meaning. More than that, in the context of sport events consumption, the main motivation is built upon the self-actualization of emotions and the meaning brought to life by these.

The inferences of the ideas summarized in the previous sections of this article indicate that involvement considered a multidimensional construct is related to emotions and factors affecting the behavior. One of the most important aspects refers to the fact that in the case of sport events, there are plenty of variables that are defining the sport events services variability—one of them being team performance. The performance can vary from event to event, season to season, or even within a single event. Studies have shown that emotional reactions and enjoyment of fans are depending also on team performance variability (Jang et al., 2018).

Affective evaluation theories portray the idea that individuals are making choices, actions, and evaluations in the light of emotions that is characterizing their inner-self for a particular moment in time. People, when are experiencing pleasure, start a mechanism of conservation of the psychological and emotional state, having a behavior-oriented mood (Schramm & Knoll, 2017). Possible future research can be aimed at analyzing both high and low committed consumers to see if any modifications of their level of fanship can induce another emotion-behavior response.

Future research should also focus on the degree in which sport events consumers manifest a special tendency at the level of their consumption behavior regarding different brands and types of additional products and services, during the involvement within the sporting event in which they are participating. New additional research is needed to see if when a sporting event is occurring and consumers that are participating are having a well-defined hedonic consumption orientation, they are manifesting the same level of propensity over other than event sponsors products hedonic consumption, outside of the event location. The social and economic implications of such a consumption orientation are multiple and deserve also another distinct research line. As previous research has shown that it is possible to discover psychological principles by analyzing large data sets (big data) as a viable alternative to specialized psychological experiments (Goldstone & Lupyan, 2016), we can conclude that future developments on the subject should be grounded on the results of empirical research aiming to gather large data sets describing the consumption patterns of participants in sporting events and analyze these data sets using advanced data mining techniques.
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